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We’re all looking for 
ways to create value and  

win the “mobile payments”



OEM Pays, Bank Pays, PSP-led 
solutions



I think I have found the winner. 



   2014 MobeyDay: 
Are Mobile Payments Valuable?



NO, 
WE'RE JUST SHARING THE 
SAME PIE DIFFERENTLY



MAYBE, 
TRANSACTION BASED 

VALUE ADDED SERVICES 
COULD CREATE NEW VALUE



YES, 
MOBILE DEFINITELY MAKES 

PAYMENTS FEEL 
CONNECTED



TRANSACTION BASED NEW SERVICES

FEELING CONNECTED

PAYMENTS SOLUTION



So I believed that: 
Customers get value from feeling 
connected in realtime, winners 

create tangible value-adding services



Simple answer!



TRANSACTION BASED NEW SERVICES

FEELING CONNECTED

PAYMENTS SOLUTION



• Realtime notifications 
• Transactions connected 

to business info  
• Transactions connected 

to loyalty 
• Design awards and 

cool stuff for 4 years



So, has mobile payments 
been valuable for us? 



Well,  
.. yes, no and maybe.



Yes,  
we definitely connected .. 



   1.000.000 downloads



Pivo Junior 



Top talent





.. and yes, maybe we’ll  
grow further with ..



NFCNFC



REMOTE PAYMENTS

Chip

Not impressed



P2P



ONLINE PAYMENTS



INTEREST



ALIGNMENT  
WITH BANKS



.. and definitely no, .. 



No monetary value has been created 
business model -wise, although 
customer satisfaction runs high



So it is true,  
customers get value from feeling 

connected.



We can still do better!



speed —> immediate 
ease of use —> transparent/1-click 

secure —> safe-enough 
value-adding! —> ???? 

distributed* —> no

* sorry Dave, that means: not better in the blocks, necessarily



But, still, there is no simple answers 
or clear winners.



Finland 2017  
Payment Landscape: 

Siirto. MobilePay. Nordea Pay. Pivo. NFC. Beacons. QR-codes. 
All sorts of PSPs moving.  All Merchants moving towards 

PSD2 looming. Holy blockchain! $@#&!



shrinking costs



new technology

Copyrights Amazon



240+

open distribution



No Monopoly.  
Think what happened in Messaging.



How would you 
send a message to 

me?





Payments will become 
equally competed & 

fragmented like messaging



It is not up for the banks to decide 
how the future of payments is 

shaped



Just like in messaging apps, 
customers choose their solution 
based on preference and access.



To serve the customers, aim for 
improvements on value added 
services and make sure your 

solution is accessible and available.



So the winner?  
Customers.



Thanks! @kluoma


